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The stand-in GM Butt Plug started the circle early at 17:21, as it had been a short
run. The GM was missing, apparently due to loyalties elsewhere. Mama Duck was
thanked by Lucky Lek for the use of her family’s land and also for the use of
another piece of their land near Chao Fa West Road a few weeks ago.
There were various run offenses: Tootsie being a short-cutter having come in from
another way, Fat Bastard who mistook some orange stuff for paper and then lied
about having seen another woman running ahead, the Hash Horn having to be
renamed Gay Pink Fuckup as there were blobs of pink paper in the middle of
nowhere and Jaws told everyone about coming in jogging and feeling shortchanged by the hares. No Hope complained that the bus arrived too early and
Clitmus Pussy told us how she followed Pole Position who had been picking
mushrooms and therefore ended up backtracking the trail instead of completing it.
Three lady virgins bravely drank their drinks edged on by Invisible Man and
Fungus.
Fucka Wallaby from the illustrious Angeles City gave a great speech finished off
by a great song….. only it lasted just 5 seconds!
Then it was time for the steward position, which Fungus was so kind to take care
of, even though he was second choice.
He invited Mighty Quinn a few times to sit on the ice – apparently the ice
represented Greenland (lack of a moral compass) and also last week a glacier had
melted. Another American, Lemming, was called in about their love/hate
relationship with Trump.
The steward told an entertaining story about not? getting tempted by the bride’s
sister with the moral “always keep condoms in your car”, and another story
involving terrorists, about spitting in shoes and pissing in Cokes. There was a story
about Jaws with his students in school who had to come up with a sentence
including the word “fascinating”. Apparently the stories about Suzi Wong in
Patong were not appropriate in Jaws’ classroom….

The steward wanted to continue but the stand-in GM had to push the time table as
the t-shirts had to be handed out. To Be a Cunt has achieved 50 runs, Rampant
Rabbit 200 and Lucky Lek 777! Rampant Rabbit won a beer from the beer truck
by changing into his shirt the fastest.
Tootsie had a circle offense. Butt Plug in the circle! Why, instead of missing those
who were out on the bike Hash AGPU, not being really happy as there are no……
dogs in the circle! Nobody misses the dogs that crash the circle, eat chickens, or
get lost in the circle. Very memorable indeed! Singha remarked that they must all
be very clever dogs to ride bikes.
Butt Plug’s son showed the Hash Horn how it is done: blowing the horn with his
nose – a great performance.
Finally it was time for the verdict: Good Run? Who the Fuck is Alice stood in
for the Hash Shit holder. Verdict: Good run!
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